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INFLATION AND ALL

when you consider that Mata Hari 
charged at least
seven thousand five hundred dollars
for a piece of ass
60 years ago
you've just got to know
you've never been really laid
properly.

THEY ARRIVED

I like to think about people like James Joyce, 
Hemingway, Ambrose Bierce, Faulkner, Sherwood 
Anderson, Frost, Jeffers, D.H. Lawrence, A. Huxley 
John Fante, Gorki, Turgenev, Dostoevsky, Saroyan, 
Villon, even Sinclair Lewis, and Hamsun, even T.S. 
Eliot and Pound, and William Carlos Williams and 
Stephen Spender and Auden.
they brought me other things than my parents 
brought me
I like to think of Carson McCullers
she brought me other things than my parents
brought me.
I liked the hardcover library books 
blue and green and brown and light red
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I liked the distinguished librarians 
who stared classically at one 
when you coughed or spoke too loudly, 
and even though they were like my parents 
they were not.
now I no longer read those I once liked 
but it's good to think about them.
I like photographs of Hart Crane and Caresse 
Crosby at Chantilly, 1929
or photographs of D.H. Lawrence and Frieda 
sunning at Le Moulin, 1928.
I like Andre Malraux in his flying outfit 
with a kitten on his chest 
I like photos of Artaud in the madhouse 
Picasso at the beach with his strong legs 
and his hairless head, and then there's 
D.H. milking that cow.
and Aldous at Saltwood Castle, Kent, August 
1963.
I like to think about these people
they brought me other things than my parents
brought me,
and they brought them to me well, 
very well
when it was so much needed 
they brought me other things 
that I never knew were there, 
those friends 
deeper than blood 
who
when there was no chance 
gave me one. .

AN OLD JOCKEY

when you no longer see them on the programs
you figure they have retired
but it's not always so.
sometimes the women or bad investments
or drink or drugs
don't let them.
I see them down at Caliente 
on bad mounts
vying against the flashy Mexican boys 
or you see them at the county fair bullrings 
dashing for clearance on that first hairpin 
turn.
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it's like the old-time fighters with once-names 
being fed to the rising small-town heroes.
I was in Phoenix this one afternoon
and people were talking and chattering and talking
and I borrowed the lady's car
and drove down to the track.
I had a fair day.
then in the last race
this jock brought in a longshot:
$48.40 and I looked at the program:
R. Y.
so that's what happened to him?
when he wheeled his mount up outside the winner's
circle he shook his whip in the air
just like he used to do at Hollypark and Anita.
it was like seeing the dead
reborn:
old R.Y.
riding 3 pounds overweight and still able to 
create the magic.
I hadn't even noticed his name 
in that $3,500 claiming race 
or I would have put a small 
sentimental bet on him 
on his only mount of the day.
you can have your New Year's
your birthdays
your xmases
your 4th. of July's.
driving back in 
I felt very good for R.Y.
when I got back in they were still 
chatting and talking and chatting 
and the lady looked up and said,
"well, how did you do?"
and I said, "I had a lucky day."
and she said, "it's about time."
and she was right.

A LITTLE SUN

the whores at the All-American Burger 
sit in the patio
laughing at 2:30 in the afternoon, 
they have finished eating 
and 2 of them are drinking coffee, 
the 3rd drinks a coke through a straw.
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the rains have stopped.
the rains have been terrible for business 
everywhere.
1 am reading the Herald-Examiner
at a corner table and the sun is on my back.
2 of the girls
(the ones drinking coffee) are in pants;
the other one (drinking coke through a straw)
and facing me
wears a short skirt.
she spreads her legs and the sun
runs under the table and I can see her
panties:
they are a light grey.
I turn a page of the newspaper 
see nothing
turn back to the front page: 
the weatherman says there'll be 
another storm on the way.
I get up and walk past their table, 
they are giggling like 
highschool girls.
out on the sidewalk
a thin brown dog with a swayback
bent long legs shivering
picks up half a dry bun
and tries to chew it;
the bun hangs out one side of
his mouth
as he tries to shuffle it down 
his throat.
it hasn't been a very good 
winter.

THE DANDY

the "Hollywood" sign on the mountain 
has been falling apart 
and after the rains 
it has worsened:
the first "o" has slipped a little 
and the top has broken off 
and the third "o" has fallen off 
so now the sign reads:
"Hullywo d"
and I stopped at the Gower Gulch 
Shopping Center
for a new pair of prescription 
sun glasses
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and as I parked
in the area in front of me
I saw this man pushing a
shopping cart filled with
bottles, pieces of cloth,
magazines, wires, bits of
scatological debris,
and each hair
on this man's head was
perfectly combed and a
majestic grey.
he had a square chin
a bit of scarf around his throat
but it was hardly a frowzy piece
of linen
and he strolled
poised
puffing upon a pipe
he looked natty and almost
intellectual
he looked just like
Cary Grant looks now
in this 1978
he looked a hell of a lot
better than I
did
or maybe better than 
you
this shopping cart bum 
there at Gower Gulch 
on Sunset boulevard 
just east of 
Mark C . Bloome 
tires
at 11:45 a.m. 
in
Hullywo d.

SILK PINK GOWN, SILK BLUE 
GOWN, SILK PURPLE GOWN

I'd leave this house about 10:30 in the 
morning to go back to my place in the 
city.
the houses up there were expensive 
and all the automobiles were 
expens ive
and I'd walk to my car
hoping that it would start
and when it did I'd have to warm it
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for a lengthy period
and as I did each morning
the screams of a young woman would
begin in the house across the way.
she sounded truly in agony and then
I'd wait
and out of the house and down her
garden path would come this
blonde long hair flying
breasts loosening out of her morning
gown
slipperless tender white feet
this body rumpling and breaking through her
silk pink gown or her silk blue gown or her
silk purple gown (whichever she was wearing
that morning) and her eyes would be holy and
demented
the breasts so much like explosives ready to 
go off she'd run at my car screaming and then 
the words would form:
"GET THAT FUCKING HUNK OF SHIT, GET THAT 
EYESORE, THAT FARTING, BELCHING MACHINE 
OFF OF THIS STREET! GET IT OUT OF HERE,
DO YOU HEAR ME? YOU FUCKING FRANKENSTEIN!"
such beauty! never on stage or on the screen 
or through the tube had I ever seen such.
and driving away
looking back through the rearview mirror 
I would see her bending twirling jumping 
flouncing
pulling at her hair while screaming her 
head would fall back.
and she did it every morning until 
the other lady (whose house I left each 
morning) and I separated our relation
ship.
I didn't miss the other lady but a day 
or two
but that girl of the hills who 
disliked me and my automobile so much 
that one took me a little more time 
to get over, 
if I have.

BLACK

my first wife was from Texas and we came 
to L.A. to live
she came from money and I came from 
some place else.



our 2nd. day in town
we had to drive down Vermont avenue
to get her some art supplies
and as I was tooling my eleven year old
car south
a man rolled past in a nine year old 
car:
"hey, baby," he hollered out the window, 
"what's happening, baby?"
"nothing much happenin', baby," I hollered
back, "I'm just trying to make
it!"
as we stopped for a signal at 
Beverly
a man on the corner saw me
he was standing in a broad-brim
pull-down
and wearing long leather boots:
"hank, baby, where'd you get the 
blonde gash, man?"
"she's my mark, man, I'm hanging, 
you know...."
I put it into low and pulled 
off.
"listen," my first wife said 
nasally,
"how come you know all these black 
guys?"
"it's easy, baby, I've worked with them 
on all the gigs, you know. like 
natural."
she didn't answer and when we got
to the art store
she was very upset
about the brushes
the quality of the paper
the paints weren't what she
wanted
the selectivity was 
nil.
she was unhappy
I stood there and noticed her 
beautiful ass and her very long 
blonde hair.
I walked over to the picture frame 
section
picked up an 8 and one half by 
eleven
stared through the space of 
it
and let her 
work it out.



WHERE'S IT AT?

o yes Huxley he motorcaded through southern Europe 
and wrote this most marvelous book and Lawrence you 
know he did all these great paintings of boys pissing 
and Huxley did the peyote thing too and Frieda really 
gave Lawrence a base and Huxley said, "it's up here!" 
touching his head and Lawrence said, "it's down here!" 
touching his gut
Huxley almost went blind you know and Lawrence had 
this fear of snakes
sometimes I think of Lawrence sometimes I think of 
Huxley sometimes I think of Charo with all that hair 
on her head so chee-chee sexy
then sometimes I think of 2 Mexican boys punching it 
out down at the Olympic
we've got a world full and sometimes I can't sleep 
and my mind won't think of anything at all and I 
look up at the dark ceiling.

THE MACHINE 
i

it was a huge complaining 
machine.
it kept telling me how 
insufficient I 
was.
I moved to St. Louis to 
get rid of the 
complaining machine 
and when I put my suitcase 
on the bed to unpack 
I turned around and 
there it was:
"You can't dance!" it 
screamed.
"You don't like people!" 
it screamed.
I closed my suitcase 
and caught a bus to 
Memphis.
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I was sitting in a 
small bar one night 
and it spoke to me 
after I bought it a 
drink:
"You don't like people!" 
it said.
I finished my drink 
walked out 
packed my suitcase 
and got on a bus 
for New Orleans.

iii
the woman in the seat 
next to me began 
rubbing her leg up 
against mine.
it went on for 15 or 
20 minutes.
"Lady," I said, "if your 
god damned leg itches 
please scratch it with 
your fingernail!" 
with that she began to 
curse me. the bus 
wobbled with the sounds 
of her vehemence.
the driver stopped the 
bus and walked back and 
stood before me.
"what's going on?" he 
asked.
"Nothing," I said, "it's 
just another complaining 
machine."
"Oh," said the driver 
and he walked off to 
the front of the bus 
and started it 
and we were on our way 
again.
I reached up
flicked on the overhead
light
and opened up my copy of 
the Fear of Flying.



MY GOD

I was standing in the sandwich line 
at the racetrack on a Saturday,
47,000 people 
in the dream,
and there was an old woman in her 
mid-sixties
standing up against a steel girder 
and she had a 2 dollar ticket in 
her hand 
plus
her program
and a full cup of hot coffee.
and while holding her program
and her coffee
and her 2 dollar ticket
she opened her purse and reached in.
and as she did
the paper coffeecup jiggled
splashing one of her hands
with hot coffee.
she held still a moment
recovered and continued:
she found her social security check.
then she had the
check, the coffee, the ticket, her
program and her purse in her hands
and again the coffeecup jiggled
and the steaming coffee spilled on her hands
again.
then she had the social security check in 
her mouth
and then somebody bumped her shoulder 
and the hot coffee again spilled 
over her hands and 
into her purse.
her hands were scalded and red.
I was going to help her 
I was going to say, "look, lady, 
let me hold that coffee for you." 
but then my line moved forward 
and I told the counter girl, "I'll 
have a corned beef on rye." 
and she asked, "with or without 
barbecue sauce?" 
and I answered,
"without."

but what hurt me about the old 
woman was that she never screamed 
all during it.
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it was like watching a totally 
unbearable horror 
movie.
I ate my corned beef 
sandwich.

THE BEAUTIFUL YOUNG GIRL 
WALKING PAST THE GRAVEYARD —

as I stop my car at the signal 
I see her walking past the graveyard.
as she walks past the iron fence 
I can see through the iron fence 
and I can see the headstones 
and the green lawn.
her body moves in front of the iron fence 
the headstones do not move.
I think,
doesn't anybody else see this?
I think,
does she see the headstones? 
if she does
she has some cleverness that I don't have 
for she appears to ignore them.
I see her body moving in its 
magic fluid
and her long hair is lighted 
by the 3 p.m. sun.
the signal changes
she crosses the street to the west 
I drive west.
I drive my car down to the ocean 
get out
and run up and down
in front of the sea for 35 minutes
seeing people here and there 
with eyes and ears and toes 
and various parts.
nobody seems to care.
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"BEERS"

I needed some photographs
and I suggested the graveyard
and we got some good ones:
she took one of me
over a tombstone called "Beers"
and another one over a stone called
"Strain."
then we got one of me
stretched out on a tomb.
then we visited Valentino's crypt.
so far she's gotten over $150
from German publications for the photos
and I'm not dead yet.
someday I'll be dead and somebody will 
be playing around with my tombstone 
if I have one.
"Bukowski
1920-2000.”

A GOOD SHOW

we came out of the fairgrounds track after 
the eleventh race
and my girlfriend said she wanted to see
the woman who turned into an ape.
all right, I said.
so we went in and stood there
and then they brought in 6 paraplegics in
wheelchairs.
they needed room to see.
I stepped to the back and left her 
up front.
each paraplegic was a young man and each 
young male had a young girl behind him. 
the show began and a highschool girl 
stood in a cage.
a record played. she was Axuna and she was 
told to concentrate, concentrate and go back 
5,000 years in time.
the girl nearest me took her paraplegic and 
tried to straighten his head, 
the head fell back to the right side, 
meanwhile Axuna began to grow hair, 
the girl took the paraplegic's head and 
tried to straighten it up again.
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she seemed in a fury and yet I felt that there 
was something sexy about it.
Axuna continued to grow hair.
the boy's head fell to the right side again.
the tent began to darken.
the girl grabbed the boy's head again
and then
slapped him across the face, 
it aroused me, I got hot. 
the girl had a wonderful shape 
and her body would not stay still, 
she pulled at the boy's hair and I 
heard him whimper.
I was very close to climax.
then the lights came on and Axuna was 
an ape. the ape rattled the bars of the 
cage. the record told us that the cage 
was very strong and for us not to be 
afraid.
then the cage broke open and the ape 
leaped out.
it ran toward the audience 
and then out an exit in the 
tent.
the show was over
I looked at the girl who had boffed the 
paraplegic about.
she had a bitter and impassioned face 
with a small round mouth.
I met my girlfriend outside.
"how'd you like it?" she asked.
"damned good show," I said.
"what?" she couldn't believe it.
"I dug it, baby," I said.
"let's ride the ferris wheel," she said.
"no," I said, "let's end it on this 
high note."

PANASONIC

I haven't killed all the roaches in this place 
but I've gotten most of them. there are two 
I can't get. they sit inside the plastic cover
ing of my radio, Solid-State FM-AM, they sit 
inside where the red indicator selects the stations 
as I turn the knob. I only listen to FM on two
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stations, KUSC and KFAC, in that order. they are 
both classical music stations.
those are cultured roaches. they heard Beethoven's 
9th. last night and now they are listening to Brahm's 
2nd. what they are feeding on I am not sure, but 
they sit very quietly. only their feelers move 
now and then.
that radio is changing them. they are even starting 
to look like music critics. by this, please understand 
that I mean no offense to the roaches.

MEN IN URINALS

men get embarrassed and joke
when there are long lines in urinals
at sporting places
racetracks and boxing stadiums:
"hey, feel good! all this beer is gonna be 
recycled!"
"hey, is this where you place your bets?
I wanna bet the four horse!"
"my mother gave me these shorts for my birthday 
but if you guys take any longer ... 
piss on my birthday present!"
"hey, man, if you shake that thing any longer 
I gotta believe you're beating your meat, man!"
"ah, hahaha! ah, hahaha!"
"hey! is this where you place your bets? I wanna 
bet on the six horse!"
"no, man, this ain't where you place your bets! 
this is where we beat our meat!"
"oh, hahaha! oh, hahaha!"
this is as close as men ever get to anarchy or communism 
or god or the devil or love or artistry or anything at all 
daring and humorous and lively; they do it in that jazzy 
tabernacle of confessionalism and reality: the men's 
urinal.
I'd like to hear what the girls do and say when they 
squat, man, it's gotta be 
good.
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JOB #  36

was in Philadelphia, a parts warehouse on Fairmount near 
16th., 65 cents an hour, right after World War II, SNAP- 
OFF-TOOLS, and the manager was a bright good-looking boy, 
fine posture, raven hair, Tyrone Power features, his fav
orite saying was: "we do the impossible first and the re
mainder later on!" I asked to speak to him one day and I 
said to him: "look, 65 cents," and I said: "look, 65 cents 
an hour isn't very much, how about a dime boost?" he ex
plained that they were on a limited budget, it was imposs
ible, they couldn't do it, and besides: "Tommy was getting 
55 cents an hour." Tommy was a 16 year old albino with 
the middle finger missing (right hand, the most important 
finger).
I had to take the packages to the post office each after
noon in a wooden cart with 2 big wheels and a handle in 
the back. I'd done that with bolts of cloth in New York 
City but now where I worked was next to the bar I stayed 
in each night until closing, and although I tried to sneak 
the cart up the alleys somebody from the bar would see me 
almost every day, usually a hooker: "well, Big Time, where 
ya' goin' with the backward rickshaw? ha, ha, ha!"
I came in very hungover every morning and I silently and 
viciously and efficiently did my work. nobody bothered 
me except deeply into the 3rd. week Tommy walked up and 
said, "aren't you happy?" and I said, "happy? why?" he 
said, "I'm happy." "good," I said, "go away." he said, 
"you ought to be happy." I asked, "o.k. why?" he answer
e d  "because today is payday!" "but Tommy, we've worked 
for it all week...." "I know," he said, "but you see ... 
today we get it all at once!"
it was early in the middle of the next week when I phoned 
in sick. I was sitting in the bar about 10:30 a.m. when 
Tommy walked in to buy a pack of cigarettes for the mana
ger. Tommy saw me in the bar mirror. Marie, the hooker, 
was telling me her troubles and buying me free draft beers.
I got to Tommy before he got to the door. "look, kid, 
there's no need to tell anybody that you saw me here."
"oh no," he said, "I won't tell anybody."
the next morning they let me work 10 minutes, then the 
manager called me up into the front office. "you phoned 
in sick yesterday and then you were seen at the bar next 
door yesterday morning." I asked, "who saw me?" "it 
doesn't matter," he said, "what matters is that you lied 
to us." "no lie," I said, "I was very sick." "what were 
you doing in the bar?" "a man can be very sick and a bar 
can be the best place he can go to." "we're letting you 
go. you have 3 days pay coming...." he handed me a
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little yellow envelope. they always paid in cash like 
that.
in the bar I opened the little yellow envelope: there were 
two fives, three ones, three quarters and three pennies.
"shit!" said Marie, "you're rich at last! I'll have a 7 
with a soda back!" "give me 2 Buds in the bottle," said 
Lilly the lesbian. "gimme a draft beer," said the frog
man. "give me a ten and water," I said.
but the drinks came back as they always do in good places.
about 10:45 a.m. Tommy walked in for a pack of cigarettes. 
16 is pretty young to be buying smokes. he saw me in the 
mirror. I got to Tommy before he got to the door. I 
held him by the arm and looked at him. "I didn't tell 
anybody," he said, "honest, I didn't tell anybody!" I let 
go of his arm and he walked out.
when I sat back down Marie said, "molesting young boys 
now, eh?"
I told her that yes I was and wouldn't she like to come 
to Camden with me that night to catch the fights?

MY KIND OF PLACE

the old people here walk their dogs
and the young are on drugs : 
eleven and twelve year old boys 
throw footballs in the 
streets.
the boys live in 2 or 3 courts 
around here
with thirteen and fourteen year
old girls and
two older women
who take and push drugs
and operate a call service.
the young football players
drive the girls to their destinations
and the two older women supply them
with drugs.
none of them go to school and they all 
have Brooklyn accents.
it looks strange to see these little boys 
driving automobiles while 
taking the little girls to their call- 
in addresses.
and the old people walk their dogs 
and almost all the other people 
are on relief or ATD
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and the black pimps wear broadbrims 
and I'm known in the neighborhood 
nobody bothers me
and I like the taco stand on the corner 
and the newsboy on the corner 
who looks like Peter Falk.
I can see the "Hollywood" sign
on the mountain
and I walk the streets in the
late afternoons
dressed in bluejeans and a
black t-shirt.
it's warm and easy and there's
not much to do.
the black whores take up most
of the tables at the STAR BURGER
and I walk past ZODY'S
carrying a 6 inch
switchblade in my
pocket.

THE IMAGE

he sits in the chair across from me,
"you look healthy," he says in a voice that is 
almost discouraged.
"3 bottles of white German wine each night,"
I tell him.
"are you going to let people know?" he
asks. he walks to the refrigerator and opens
the door: "all these vitamins...."
"thiamine-hcl," I say, "b-2, choline, b-6, folic 
acid, zinc, e, b-12, niacin, calcium, magnesium, 
a-e complex, paba ... and 3 bottles of white 
German wine each night ...."
"what's this stuff in the jars on the sink?" he 
asks .
"herbs," I tell him, "golden seal, sweet basil, 
alfalfa, mint, mu, lemon grass, rose hips, papaya, 
gotu cola, clover, comfrey, fennugreek, sassafras 
and chamoline ... and I drink spring water, mineral 
water and 3 bottles of German white wine ...."
"are you going to let people know?" 
he asks.
"know what?" I ask. "I eat nothing that walks on 
4 legs and I'm not a cannibal and kangaroos and 
monkeys are out ...."
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"I mean," he says, "people thought you were a 
tough guy ...."
"oh," X say, "I am ...."
"but how about your image?" he asks, "people don't expect 
you to be like this ...."
"I know," I say, "I've lost my beer-gut. I've come down 
from 44 to 38, I've lost 21 pounds ...."
"I mean," he goes on, "that you represented a man walking 
carelessly and bravely into death, foolishly but with 
style ... like Don Quixote, the windmills ...."
"don't tell anybody," I answer, "and maybe we can save the 
image or at least prolong it ...."
"you'll be going to God next," he says.
"my god," I say, "is 3 bottles of ...."
"all right," he interrupts, "I suppose it's all right."
"I still fuck," I say, "and I play the horses and I like 
to go to the boxing matches and I still love my daughter 
and I almost love my present girlfriend, maybe I even 
do ___"
"all right," he says, "can you give me a ride back to my 
car?"
"all right," I say, "I still drive cars."
I lock the door and we go down the walk toward my car.

AND MY MOTHER HAD A NICE UMBRELLA AND 
LOOKED BEAUTIFUL AND FUNNY IN THE RAIN

right now I think my car can use a good wax 
job. and some day I'd like to go to Madrid, 
and like many people I tried suicide once and 
failed, no, I tried twice and failed, and I 
also saved one man and one woman from suicide, 
it's almost boring isn't it?: how we go about
doing these things and then forget them and 
sit in a chair, eating an apple and reading a 
newspaper, or taking a bath and washing under 
the armpits.
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SMASHED

look, I say, look at that house! 
wouldn't that be a wonderful place to get 
smashed in?
you always think that, she says, you think 
everyone is sitting around getting 
smashed.
and look at that place, I say, it has windows 
like a church. I bet they are sitting in there 
smashed right now!
it isn't like that, she says.
I want to buy a place, I say, that I can get 
smashed in. just a little place with the front porch 
falling in ... 2 hungry German shepherds ... paint 
peeling from the boards.
get it then, she says, get it.
it's somewhere, I say, I know it's somewhere.
we drive on into my court after stopping at the 
liquor store, we have 4 bottles of white German 
wine, we will get smashed. 
there's nothing like getting smashed 
especially under the right circumstances.
I mean, while you're not feeling too 
bad.
they are always calling the police on 
me around here.
I want to get smashed in a place like William Randy 
Hearst's old castle.
I want to go from great room to great room 
crashing full bottles against walls, 
free within my own doom.
here among the poor there is no understanding
of the need for my sounds and my ways.
they must sleep their nights
to have strength for their factory days
so they are very quick to phone the law
even though it would seem to me
that they need to get smashed more than
anybody.
and when we get in she says:
well, are we going to have a quiet night?
and I say, I don't know.
I'm going to get smashed.
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EXEGESIS

parson, there's trouble in Maryland, parson, ray faucet 
leaks, parson, there's no dog for my leash, parson, the 
lepers pray in the moonlight, parson, did your mother 
wear lavender garters, parson, why do I feel good when 
I know it can't be so, parson, why can't I use a ques
tion mark now, parson, why do you have a tubby gut fill
ed with goldfish, parson, what ever happened to that 
linebacker, parson, there's grey trouble floating in 
the Florida marshes, parson, I want you to sit up and 
close your eyes like a canary under a white sack at 
night, parson, I want you to chew on your fingers like 
abazaba bars, parson, Charo ought to be eating the ba
nana from my refrigerator, parson, Felix the Cat and 
Tom Mix were lovers, parson, the British troops were 
very grand walking right into it like a last symphony 
under white wigs, parson, grief is a banjo with one 
string left, parson, the clouds rift apart and show the 
face of an international money order, parson, tell St. 
Anne I said hello, parson, Socrates took it through the 
teeth and Plato expired, parson, remind me to have you 
pick up your copy of the free throwaway shopping guide, 
parson, there's trouble in Savannah, parson, you know 
that the trouble is not in the eye of the minnow but 
that it is their tiny smile, parson, the secret is in 
the deformity and not the perfectness, parson, you 
should have been a belly dancer in an East Kansas City 
whale trap, parson, you got me coming all over this 
white paper.

A LOVE POEM FOR ALL THE WOMEN I HAVE KNOWN

all the women
all their kisses the
different ways they love and
talk and need
things.
their ears they all have 
these ears and
vaginas and throats and dresses 
and shoes and
bathrooms and automobiles and x- 
husbands.
mostly
all the women are very 
warm they remind me of
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buttered toast with the butter
melted
in.
there is a similar look in the
eye: they have been
taken they have been
fooled. I don't know quite what to
do for
them.
I am
a fair cook a good 
listener
but I never learned to 
dance -- I was busy 
then with larger things or, 
at least, more 
desperate.
but I've enjoyed their different 
beds
smoking cigarettes 
staring at the
ceilings. I was neither vicious nor 
unfair. only 
a student.
I know that they all have these
feet and barefoot they go across the floors as
I watch their bashful buttocks in the
dark. I know that they like me, some even
love me
but I love very 
few.
some give me oranges and pills, fairly
stimulating advice; others talk quietly of
childhood and fathers and
landscapes; some are almost
crazy but none of them are without
force or meaning; some love
well, others not
so; the best at sex are not always the 
best in other
ways; each has limits as I have 
limits and we learn 
each other 
quickly.
all the women all the 
women all the 
bedrooms the 
rolls of toilet 
paper the rugs the 
photos the
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tapestries, it's
something like a church only
at times there's much
laughter.
these ears these
arms these
elbows these eyes
looking the fondness and
the waiting I have been
held I have been
held.

SAD LETTERS FROM UP NORTH

she writes a letter every year or so speaking 
unclearly of her life, she sags in her words.
I know that she has a husband she has almost 
always been faithful to, and 2 or 3 children 
who fill her house while her husband is working.
she used to write poems that were good. now 
she still writes poems but the poems sag.
I can no longer read her poems and it would be 
unkind if I answered her letters, although I 
don't expect you to understand this, she signs 
her letters "love." many people do this. I am 
more careful with this word.
she is dying underneath her life. it was safe 
and good enough for a while, especially safe: 
afternoons of wine with the literati while her 
husband worked at what he did, she worked with 
art, she worked with creation.
and now her husband knows more of life than she 
does, mainly because what he was doing he didn't 
try to do.
her husband and her children are non-existent 
in her poems. I can't answer her letters.
I can't expect you to understand this.

THE FINISH OF MOBY DICK

the professor lived across the street from us 
and he had some time off and was doing something 
on Moby Dick
but whenever he came over 
we'd be drunk and fighting



and we'd ask him in
talk a bit to him
and continue to drink and fight.
he came over 3 times
without his wife
and we were always like that.
I moved out finally
and we continued to drink and fight 
only we didn't live together all the time, 
then we saw each other less and less. 
one day I saw her in a department store 
trying on a pair of sun glasses.
"say," I asked her, "the professor: did he ever 
finish Moby Dick?"
"yeah," she said, "he finished Moby Dick and 
he's going back to teaching in the fall."
"don't buy those shades," I said, "you look awful 
in them."
"I quite like them," she said.
X walked off down the aisle looking for 
toothpaste.

WITH A CLASS LADY IN A BIG FLOWER HAT ...

we have to keep finding new places. Paris is 
shit New York is shot New Orleans is silt London 
is sour Vienna is a whore's slit Madrid is a pillar 
of salt San Francisco is sinking Tangiers stinks 
Rome spills old piss Naples is nothing Athens for 
assholes Dublin for dynamiters Cairo for crisis 
Bombay for bums Belfast for bombers Detroit for 
death Tokyo for Toyota San Diego for gonorrhea 
semen Las Vegas for lechery New Haven for 
Connecticut.
we have to keep finding new places and the places 
to find new places get less and less, it's iven 
hard to find an apartment if you've got a wife or 
a girlfriend or a child or a dog or a cat, it's 
even hard to find an apartment if you are alone.
we've got to keep finding new places, and it 
won't rain and the grass is seldom green and 
utilities are up and the dollar is down and 
each third person you pass on the street is 
on welfare or ATD.
and Paris is shit and New York is shot 
and I always wanted to ride one of those 
horse-drawn carriages east of Canal street



driven by a black in a high hat 
and me drunk
with a class lady in a big flower hat
we have to find a place
just a tiny bit of a new place.
don't send me to Jesus.
just send me a postcard with a few 
words .
I won't tell anybody.
we won't let them fuck it up like
they did Taos and Big Sur.
no, don't use a postcard, 
send me the information in an envelope 
and seal it with the best red wax 
you can find anywhere.

I LIKED HIM

I liked D.H. Lawrence
he could get so indignant
in such an arty manner
he snapped and he ripped
with wonderfully energetic sentences
he could lay the word down
bright and writhing
there was the stink of blood and murder
and sacrifice about him
he was hardly jolly
the only softness he allowed
was when he bedded with his large German
cow.
I liked D.H. Lawrence —  
he could talk about Christ 
like the man next door
and he could describe Australian taxi drivers 
so well that you hated them.
I liked D.H. Lawrence
but I'm glad I never met him
in some bistro
him lifting his tiny hot cup of 
tea
and looking at me 
with his worm-hole eyes.
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WATER BUGS

when my mother caught my father in 
the garden watching two waterbugs 
in the act of copulation 
X heard that through the walls 
many a night
but when she hid herself in the 
rumbleseat of his car while he 
drove to his girlfriend's place 
and peeked out at where he 
entered
she then broke in upon them 
in the act of copulation and 
I heard about that 
through the walls 
many a night.
I decided that when I grew up 
I wouldn't make my woman 
unhappy. but 
it wasn't to be: I made
my women unhappy and they 
made me unhappy.
and I've watched butterflies, 
bugs, monkeys, people, dogs, 
little children with big thoughts 
are everywhere.

THE YARDS

I have gotten what men get from such things 
by driving past the railroad yards 
never on purpose but on my way to somewhere 
and then I see the tracks and all the boxcars 
the tank cars the flat cars 
all of them still and so many of them 
lined that way and not a train anywhere 
where are the trains?
I drive past glancing sideways at it all
wide field of stillness
then I am past the railroad yards
and it wasn't the damned commerce of it
that gave me what I got
but something back there nameless
always making me feel better
as some men feel better looking at the sea
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or the mountains or at wild animals 
or at women
I like those things too
especially the wild animals and the women
but when I look at those old boxcars
with faded designs upon them
and those flats and those fat round tankers
I get quiet inside
I get what men get from such things 
I feel better and it's good to feel better 
not needing the reason.

2 BUDDIES

I am not sure of our exact ages 
but Moses was one of my first real 
friends:
Jewish and very strange 
and my second real friend was 
Red —
he had one arm
and wore a cast on the other:
an arm of pure white with a brown glove
over the artificial fingers.
Moses vanished first, 
my father told me about him: 
he pointed to the garage 
a large white and yellow structure 
with sagging doors:
"your friend Moses was caught in there 
doing something to a 5 year old 
girl. they got him."
Red was more durable.
we went swimming together in the public 
pools and he had to take his arm off 
and he splashed about with his arm-and-a 
half, the little arm ending just below 
the elbow and it looked like it had 
tiny nipples on it 
but more
they looked like tiny fingers.
the other boys got on him for his
half arm and his tiny fingers
but I was a very mean lad
and I told them
in terms most definite
that the pool belonged to
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everybody 
and to let him 
god damn it 
swim 
or else.
this brought us trouble later:
a gang would follow us home
to his house
more than once
standing outside
screaming at us
until we came out
and met them on the front
lawn.
I wasn't as good as Red.
he was very good with his pure white arm 
with the brown glove over his fingers, 
it was usually around 6 or 7 
against 2
but Red simply clubbed them down 
one after another 
slingshotting that arm out 
I heard the sound of it against 
skulls
and there were boys all over the lawn
holding their heads
and this made me meaner
and I got one or two of my
own
and soon everybody but Red and 
myself would be gone off the 
street.
we went swimming in the public pool
together
more and more.
there seemed to be new boys
always more new boys
who didn't quite understand
how it worked.
they just didn't know that we just 
wanted to swim and be left 
alone.
about Moses
I'm not so sure
but in a way
he must have been rather
arm-and-one half
too
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his mother could sure 
cook
I remember all those good 
cooking smells all through his 
house.
I never saw Red's mother cooking 
anything.

LOST DOG

we had just come out of a cafe
about 2 in the afternoon
and I noticed this thin starving dog
he was dizzy and bewildered in the hot sun
and he kept running out into the boulevard
in wild circles
just being missed by automobiles.
"let's get him out of the street," she said.
"o.k.," I said.
we got into the car and drove along to where 
he was.
I finally coaxed him into the car. 
he was still trembling.
"let's take him home with us," she said.
"I'm not that good a person," I said.
"I'm just going to take him to a nice shady park 
where he can get some water and some picnic 
scraps."
I drove him to the park grounds and let him 
out. then I swung around and got on the Golden 
Gate freeway.
a man pulled up alongside of me as we drove along, 
"you son of a bitch! I saw what you did!"
"what are you talking about?"
the man was furious:
"I saw you dump your dog! I saw you let him out!
I saw you dump him in the park!"
we were driving side by side at 60 miles per 
hour. he had his woman with him. 
she was frightened and silent. so was 
mine.
"hey, that wasn't my dog!"
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"you lying bastard! it was your dog!
I saw it!"
"listen to me! let me explain!"
"explain what? you dirty rotten son of a bitch!"
"I picked the dog up off the street! he was going 
to get run over! I saved his ass, you damn 
fool!"
he didn't believe me:
"you dirty rotten fucking human being!"
"hey!" I screamed back at him, "pull on over and 
I'll rip your god damned head off!"
"o.k.!" he screamed, "o.k., I'll try you!"
he started to veer off the freeway and I followed 
him.
then his woman grabbed him by the arm and began 
talking to him.
he pulled his car out into the lane again and 
drove on.
I hit the gas and gained on 
him.
"what are you trying to do?" 
my woman asked.
"I want him to understand!
they'll lay in bed tonight and talk about
what a bastard I was!"
"Hank, he'll never believe you 
no matter what you say."
"all right, I guess you're right ...."
everybody was feeling bad.
then I drove past the exit I wanted
on the freeway, my stars were surely
out of order for that
day.

THE BEAST

it was on Western avenue 
last night 
about 7:30 p.m.
I was walking south
toward Sunset
and on the 2nd. floor of
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the motel across the street
at the apartment in the back
the lights were on
and here was this man
he must have weighed 370 pounds
he was 6 and one half feet tall
and 4 feet wide
and his arm reached out
and he rather lazily punched
a naked woman in the face.
another woman stood up
and this woman was clothed
and he gave her a whack across
the back of the neck.
then he punched the naked one
in the face again.
he seemed bored.
then I saw him walk to the window 
and open it.
he had a roasted chicken in his 
hand.
he put it to his mouth 
bit out half the side 
and began chewing, 
he chewed a minute or 
two
then he spit the bones
out the window
I could hear them clattering
down on the
sidewalk.
god jesus Christ oh mighty, 
mercy!
I saw him looking down at me 
and I quickly moved forward 
ducking my head down 
into the night.

HE USES UNWAXED DENTAL FLOSS

the strangler has 
murdered and sexually molested 
eleven young girls in the 
Los Angeles and Hollywood 
areas.
it is now 5 days before Christmas 
for him
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just like it is for 
us.
there is a special 65 man 
Strangler Task Force at work 
night and day.
most of the girls were 
prostitutes.
everywhere you go 
people talk about The 
Strangler.
they talk about him at
The Sizzler
at McDonald's
at the Pussycat Theatres
at the Griffith Park Observatory
and especially at Howard-Johnson's
at Hollywood and Vine
they talk about
him.
The Strangler is now 5 days 
from Xmas
and he Christmas shops at Zody's 
with 2 stolen credit 
cards.
he dresses quite simply 
lives with his mother 
and has one solid gold 
tooth
lower front and 
almost
but not quite 
on center.
he looks no stranger than anybody 
else
except for one thing: 
brown shoes with black 
shoe laces.
Happy New 
Year.

OW

red with blood and blood is not so red 
the crazies pump the avenues
because there are no longer sufficient funds 
to lock them up
so they become presidents of U.S. Steel



and of The United States of America
the weasles play golden harps
gunfire goes through thin doors
bathtubs spit up turds
and at the county fair
you can get a 3 foot stuffed dog
with plastic brown eyes
for lOç if you can throw
the ring over the prong.
and the weather has been good lately
a little bit dry
and when you get your things from the laundry
the buttons are missing
and on the freeways
automobiles blow up, burn
backing up traffic for 15 miles
everybody sitting there
listening to the same radio station.
it is a wonder we have come this far.
our dumb courage is
limitless
drinking a coffee at McDonald's 
out of a paper cup
is almost more victory than we can 
hope for.

TRAIN STATION

the German drunks at the train station in Mannheim 
stand at tiny round tables and drink their beer and 
wait. their faces are red and they look tired but 
they aren't like American drunks, American beer- 
drinkers. they are quiet in the train station at 
Mannheim. the Germans have lost two wars since 
1914; maybe it was getting bombed like that ... 
but their reserve and restraint, their delicate 
need ... not to be particularly noticed, it refreshes 
me —  such a tolerant indifference.
watching the beer drinkers in that train station in 
Mannheim ... is to see what you believe in 
made public and good: standing within a history
and a life, they indicate that it might be terrible 
at times and at other times, possibly fair -- but 
nothing to act up about:
the beer is all right and the train will arrive.
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LAST TRY

I have been writing ten or fifteen poems a week since I 
finished my 3rd. novel 9 months ago.

I drink at the typewriter and sometimes eat at the type
writer —  there is tartar sauce smeared 
on the carriage now from a fish dinner 
I had an hour ago.

I am profligate and prolific. but that isn't the complaint.
most of the poems work for me, I only 
tear up about one in six.

what bothers me is that in these 9 months I have attempted 
3 or 4 of what I call "Ezra Pound pomes" 
and I just don't have any luck with them 
I have to rip them.

1 once corresponded with one of Pound's x-girlfriends and 
she wrote me many curious and strange 
things about him but when I sit down 
to write about him, I fail.

I have good things to say about him, and maybe that's it: 
maybe if I laid the grease to him I 
could have a nice poem

but I like the way he worked the line, although some of the 
cantos backed me up and made me feel 
tricked.

Pound will be around much longer than I will; likewise 
Henry Miller, Celine and e.e. cummings. 
but Pound made me feel good, there is 
the taste of steel and carving and 
splendid construction about him.
I have a giant black cat who makes 
me think of Pound 
he is the biggest cat I have ever 
seen —  nobody bothers him

and when he stretches out on the rug you can see the 
length of him
those paws, legs, that head 
he's like Ezra Pound was 
he is a miracle, bigger than any
thing like him around 
that's all I can say: 
he's like Ezra Pound was.

I am wiping the tartar sauce off of this machine with 
white toilet paper. gross, isn't 
it?
well, I'm not tearing this one up 
you tear it up

the cat is asleep now and I look at him and feel good.



THE BIG WEIGHT-LIFTING FEAT

I was a packer in a factory east of 
Alameda street
and I was living with a bad-assed 
woman.
she fucked everybody and anybody 
even me.
and I didn't have the sense to get 
out.
anyhow, I worked all day and we
drank all night
and I arrived every morning
at Sunbeam Lighting Co. and
I always told them the
same thing:
"don't anybody fuck with me.
I'm not in the mood for it."
this one morning
there was a triangle of steel
with a little loop on top of it.
I didn't know what it was.
it didn't matter.
all the killers and bullies and
musclemen were trying to lift it.
it wouldn't move.
"hey, Hank, baby!" a worker hollered 
at me, "try it!"
"all right," I said.
I came around my bench and walked up 
to the steel, stuck my finger into the 
loop and yanked, nothing. it must have 
weighed at least 300 pounds.
I walked back to my bench.
"whatsa matter, Hank baby?"
"been beatin' your meat, Hank baby?"
"your little bib gonna fit this mornin',
Hank baby?"
"ah shit ...," I said, "for CHRIST'S SAKE!"
I came around my bench and swept down on the 
steel, grabbed it, lifted it up a good foot and 
half, put it down and went back to my bench 
and continued packing a light fixture into a 
box.
"jesus! did you see that, man?"
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"I saw it! he did it!"
"let me lift that son of a bitch!"
he couldn't do it. they all came and 
tried again. the steel weight wouldn't 
move.
they went back to their various jobs, 
at about 11:30 a.m. a truck backed in 
with a crane in the back of it. the 
crane reached down, clamped the steel 
and lifted it, with much grinding, into 
the truck.
for about a week after that 
blacks and Mexicans who had 
never spoken to me 
tried to make friends.
I was looked upon with much 
respect.
then not long after that 
everybody seemed to forget about 
it and
I began to get verbally 
sliced again 
challenged again 
mocked again 
it was the same old 
bullshit.
they knew what I knew: 
that I'd never lift anything 
like that again.

LEGS, HIPS AND BEHIND

we liked the priest because we saw him buy an 
icecream cone once
we were 9 years old and when I went into 
my friend's house his mother was always 
drinking with his father
they left the screen door open and listened 
to music on the radio
his mother always had her dress pulled
high and her legs excited me
made me nervous and afraid but excited
somehow
those black high heels and those nylons —  
even though she had buck teeth which 
stuck out
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when we were ten his father shot and 
killed himself with a bullet through 
the head
but my friend and his mother went on 
living in the house 
and I used to see his mother going 
up the hill to the market with her 
shopping bag and I'd walk alongside 
of her
quite conscious of her legs and her
hips and her behind
the way it all moved
and she always spoke nicely to me
and her son and I went to church and
confession together
and the priest lived in a place
behind the church
and a fat kind lady was always there 
with him
when we went to visit
and it always seemed warm and
sunny
1930
I didn't even know exactly 
that there was a worldwide 
depression
and madness and sorrow were 
almost everywhere.

CHILLED

we went to see a play at a small playhouse and it 
was so bad we slipped out at the first intermission 
feeling we needed a drink to get us back to our 
blue and yellow walls 
we went to the first bar east
sat down and here was a woman gyrating on a tiny 
stage
roaring and ripping and twisting her pelvis and her 
pulp and her ganglia and her hips and her vagina and 
her bungy 
ow
the red wine was served chilled
there was a fat man and a thin man and a medium 
man watching and we were watching and there were 
3 girls working 
no band
the music came over the intercom and I feared the 
urinal
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then the girl on stage got down and one of the 
waitresses got up there and she started ripping 
her rump
tearing at her turnips
mascara eyes sinking deeply into her skull 
and the girl who had just been up there 
she came by and served us 2 more glasses of 
chilled red wine
I tipped her smartly and the fat man and the thin man 
and the medium man watched girl #2 much in the manner 
of men working crossword puzzles 
when girl #3 got up
girl #2 served us 2 more glasses of chilled red wine 
for which I tipped her not so smartly
girl #3 which was waitress #1 seemed the least intense 
of them all
she just stayed on her back and first lifted one 
leg
then let it down
then lifted the other one
she had on a belt
strips of cheesecloth which dangled front and 
back over a pair of panties with a pink heart 
sewn upon the left hand cheek 
the music stopped and she got on down and we 
got on out
we walked back toward the car
"that was awful," she said to me
"yes, it was," I said, "but it was still
better than that play."
we got back to the car
I had driven in
she drove us back.

THE INTERVIEW

he was one of America's finest writers 
only now he was somewhere between 80 
and 90 years old.
he had broken through very much morality 
which made it so much easier for all those 
who followed.
I wondered why he was appearing on a 
talk show.
after some congenial bantering 
the host asked him what kind of toy 
he wanted most as a boy. 
the writer got into toys and food 
and his Brooklyn neighborhood.
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"all right," said the host, "before you
get all cranked-up we have to work a commercial
in here . . . . "
after the commercial the old man talked 
about his women. he said he preferred Japanese 
women. the old man had been married 5 times 
but he thought marriage killed things, but he 
still had no regrets. but Japanese women were 
the best.
"why do you think Japanese women are best?" 
the host asked.
"some things can't quite be talked about or 
explained,” the old man said.
then the host asked him:
"do you think about death?" 
and the old man told him that, 
indeed, he did think about death, 
and the old man went on to say 
that he liked to believe 
there was a place you sat 
after you died and you 
thought over your past mistakes 
and after you got them figured and 
realized that they were mistakes you 
came back again.
"but if you were stupid," he told 
the host, "you had to stay in this 
place a long time, some could maybe 
come back to earth in a week, but if 
you were stupid ...."
"well," the host interjected, "I know you 
would have to stay longer than a week ...." 
the old man smiled and bowed his 
head.
it was a stupid mistake: I'm sure the 
host meant that the old man had made so 
many mistakes that it would just take 
more time.
"we will now have a commercial break," 
said the host.
when they came back the old man said 
to the host, "you know, I've got to 
tell you something. I’ve been on recent 
appearances elsewhere and I've never needed 
notes, but somehow going on your show I got 
nervous, I made notes. I've always admired 
you. I asked people about you and they said 
you were a fine person. I remember when you 
were a news broadcaster ...."
"well, thank you," said the host, "and I
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certainly don't want you to leave here thinking 
those people are liars 
the old man smiled.
they talked of things. the old man said 
he'd always wanted a fire engine for a toy. 
then the old man talked about how he used to 
borrow money from his friends. he'd knock on 
their doors and ask for a dollar and they would 
say, "how about 50 cents?"
the host found this amusing. then he read the 
old man the message the old man had on his door, 
in a shortened sense the message stated that the 
old man would rather not be bothered by visitors.
"Hesse really wrote that," said the old man, "but 
I use it. you see, I still write, I paint, I just 
can't be bothered .
"but when ^ knocked you let me in," said the host,
"why was that?"
"well, I knew that you were coming, you made an appoint
ment," said the old man, "but I just can't see everybody, 
I still write, I still paint, I ... don't like to be 
interrupted ...."
"before you get cranked-up," said the host, "we are 
going to have a commercial break ...."
they came back and talked some more. then the host 
thanked one of America's greatest writers for appearing 
on his show.
the old man said, "is it over? is the interview 
over?"
the host said: "I've already thanked you for appearing 
...." the host went on to say who was appearing next 
week and the next week and the week and weeks after that 
and then the program 
was over.

RISE, OLD PURPLE SNAKE!

one thing.
when the women aren't about 
a man gets his work 
done.
and getting it down is just as 
important as 
getting it up. 
more so,
I think, though I prefer a bit 
of each, 
right now
I'm getting it down.



the day will come (?) 
when I can do neither, 
and I can't imagine it:
when the girls stop knocking at the door 
and the editors turn it all away 
and all the critics say that I am 
bad.
a death to live until death.
I am disgusted with the machinery of myself, 
only young girls 
rosebuds of girls 
can help me forget.
see how nicely 
I am getting it 
down?

FIRING SQUAD

Mata Hari smiled into the throats of the rifles
as the birds sang
and the roaches climbed the walls
and people flushed toilets.
you can go into death smiling
and it can be a bluff or
it might be true.
every man there
wanted to mount her upon his soul 
wanted to fuck her.
one of them did
but none of them knew
which one.
some climax.

—  Charles Bukowski 

Los Angeles CA
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